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Optical networks—the electro-optic reality
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Abstract

A general overview of the current status and future trends in optical networking is given. Special attention is given
coexistence of optical and electronic technologies in telecommunications networks. After reviewing the advantages
technologies, their use in different network areas is discussed. A critical survey of current and new transport techno
optical core and metropolitan networks is given, including SDH/SONET and its enhancements, OTN, RPR, and Ether
current status and prospects for photonic switching are briefly presented. The paper is concluded with an overview of th
plane for optical transport networks.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction The spectacular success of optics in communi
tions networks has triggered even higher expectatio
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Many experts predict evolution towards what they call
“all-optical networks”. For some this term is used in
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The termoptical networksis often used to denote
networks employing any sort of optical technology
to convey signals over distances. In their early form,
predominantly used today, they are sets of optica
fibers interconnecting electronic switches [1]. Such
networks are often referred to as first-generation
optical networks. In the second-generation optica
networks, some routing and switching is performed in
the optical domain, without signal conversion to the
electrical form [2].
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its literal meaning. In such a case not only are clie
signals transported between end user pieces of eq
ment exclusively in the optical domain, but als
all processing, including control of optical switche
uses some sort of optical technology. In this extre
solution, electrical signals are simply nonexistent. F
some more moderate advocates of all-optical n
works, the use of electronics is strictly limited
control circuitry associated with optical switching
transport devices. However, the usual way of think
is formulated as follows: “optics is generally bett
than electronics, and, therefore, it should gradua
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List of Acronyms

2D Two-Dimensional

become the dominant, if not the only, technology; the
only problem is that until some optical technologies
are sufficiently mature we have to (temporarily) use
electronics”.
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3D Three-Dimensional
3R Reamplification, Reshaping, Retiming
ASON Automatically Switched Optical Net-

work
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
EDFA Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier
E/O Electro-Optical
FEC Forward Error Control
GbE Gigabit Ethernet
GFP Generic Framing Procedure
GMPLS Generalized MPLS
IP Internet Protocol
ITU-T International Telecommunication Union

—Telecommunications Standardization
Sector

LAN Local Area Network
LCAS Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme
MAC Medium Access Control
MEMS MicroElectroMechanical System
MPLS Multi-Protocol Label Switching
NNI Network–Network Interface
OADM Optical Add–Drop Multiplexer
OC Optical Carrier
O/E Opto-Electrical
OEO Optical–Electrical–Optical
OTN Optical Transport Networks
OXC Optical Cross-Connect
PPP Point-to-Point Protocol
QoS Quality of Service
RPR Resilient Packet Ring
SAN Storage Area Network
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SLA Service Level Agreement
SOA Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
SONET Synchronous Optical Network
STM-N Synchronous Transport Module levelN
STS Synchronous Transport Signal
TDM Time Division Multiplexing
UNI User–Network Interface
VC Virtual Concatenation
VCG Virtual Concatenation Group
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
WAN Wide Area Network
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing
In this paper, I will try to present and discuss
balanced view on the place of optics and electron
in current and future communications network
showing both advantages and limitations of the t
technologies.Table 1contains lists of such advantage
in the context of telecommunications.

Very high bandwidth of optical fibers makes it po
sible to achieve transmission speeds exceeding T/s
in a single-wavelength multiplexed optical fiber [3].
Even a single wavelength can accommodate sign
reaching, in currently manufactured transmission s
tems, bit rates of 40 Gb/s. This bit rate is, in fact, lim-
ited by the speed of electronic transmitters feeding
fiber, rather than the fiber itself. Optical fibers are a
characterized by a very low transmission loss per u
length. This facilitates building transmission system
with very long spans (e.g., exceeding 100 km) witho
signal regeneration. The immunity to electromagne
interference means that cables containing hundred
fibers can be built with ease, and each fiber can ca
more than a hundred parallel wavelengths. The adv
tages of inherent parallelism of optical devices are a
visible in free-space optics. Another important featu
resulting from the immunity to electromagnetic inte
ference is signal security. Tapping optical signals
much more difficult than tapping their electrical cou
terparts.

The fact that photons, in contrast to electron
do not interfere with each other makes buildin
purely optical logic devices difficult. Such logi
devices, often of a very complex functionalit
are manufactured by using electronic technolo
Advances in VLSI design allow building very fast an
versatile processing units. Attempts to build “optic
computers”, although widely publicized, have failed
meet expectations, and their capabilities are far beh
those of electronic processors.

Although the electrical domain does not offer su
a high bandwidth as optics, it facilitates transmissi
of signals of higher granularity. This means that i
stead of a limited number of high bandwidth optic
“pipes” we can accommodate lots of signals of diffe
ent bit rates generated directly by end users. These
rate electrical signals can be easily multiplexed a
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Table 1
Advantages of optical and electronic technologies in communications networks

Strong points

orks
Optics Electronics

High bandwidth Ease of building complex logical devices
Large optical “pipes” High granularity of transmitted signals
Long transmission spans without regeneration Ease of signal regeneration
Immunity to electromagnetic interference Ease of signal quality monitoring
Large installed base of fibers in core network Large installed base of copper in access netw

then transmitted together through a high rate optical
channel.
Digital signals in the electrical domain have
to be frequently regenerated (e.g., every 2 km).
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However, such an electronic regeneration is relativ
simple in contrast to regeneration in the optic
domain. Monitoring of the quality of electrica
signals, including bit error rate measurements, is a
easy.

2. Electro-optical networks

2.1. Transport, control, and management planes
optical networks

Although the success of optical networkin
technology gave rise to great expectations for a
optical networks, the reality is the coexistence
optics and electronics in currently used networks. T
coexistence is illustrated inFig. 1. In contemporary
communications networks we can distinguish t
following three functional planes [4]:

• transport plane,
• control plane,
• management plane.

The transport plane, referred to also as the dat
plane, represents the functional resources of
network which convey user information betwee
locations. This plane can also provide transfer of so
control and network management information. A lay
network within the transport plane is a topologic
component that includes both transport entities a
transport processing functions that describe
generation, transport, and termination of signals w
Fig. 1. An electro-optical network.

a specific format (calledcharacteristic information)
which are transferred on network connections.
ATM, SDH/SONET, and OTN (Optical Transpo
Network) are examples of layer networks. InFig. 1,
only two layer networks, namely IP and the optic
network, are shown.

The control planeperforms the call control and
connection control functions. The functions of th
control plane can be automated, on the basis
networking intelligence that includes automatic d
covery, routing, and signaling [5]. The managemen
planeperforms management functions for the tran
port plane, the control plane, and the system a
whole, as well as coordinating operation of all t
planes. These management functions are relate
network elements, networks, and services and, u
ally, they are less automated than those of the con
plane.

It can be easily seen that, in existing networ
the functionality of both the control and manageme
planes is realized in the electronic domain. So
exceptions are possible, including the optical signal
network used to convey information within the contr
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plane. Also, the equipment of the currently used IP
networks uses electronics to route, forward, and store
IP packets.
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Another compromise between the overlay and the
peer models might be using a combination of the two,
where the overlay approach is used to support multiple
administrative domains and the peer model is applied
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2.2. Interconnection models

The control planes serving the IP and optic
networks ofFig. 1 can be loosely or tightly coupled
Such a coupling determines an interconnection mo
representing exchange of the topology and rou
information related to both networks, the level
control that IP routers exercise in selecting pa
in the optical network, as well as access cont
accounting, and security issues [6]. We can distinguish
the following three interconnection models:

• the overlay model,
• the peer model, and
• the augmented model.

In the overlay model, the IP layer and th
optical network control planes are independe
They do not exchange any routing or topolo
information. The client IP layer can request optic
paths from the optical layer via a user–netwo
interface (UNI). The overlay model suits we
the common situation where the optical backbo
infrastructure and client electro-optical networ
belong to different operators. Disadvantages of
solution include the duplication of routing protoco
a need for independent addressing schemes, and
scalability [7,8].

In the peer model a single control plane contr
both the IP and the optical network. A comm
addressing scheme is implemented. The peer m
allows the development of a unified traffic engineer
scheme that might optimize the utilization of resourc
in both optical and IP networks [9]. The peer model
however, may not be attractive to optical transp
network carriers who usually are not ready to sh
detailed network topology information with the
clients.

The third interconnection model, referred to
the augmented model, is a compromise between
overlay and the peer model. It resembles the ove
approach in using separate routing instances in
IP and optical domains but reachability informati
is exchanged through interfaces between the
layers.
l

r

l

to support heterogeneous technologies within a sin
domain.

2.3. Layering in optical networks

Fig. 2 shows that even the “optical network
of Fig. 1 is not fully optical. In fact, within its
several layer networks, only the lowest, physical la
extensively uses optical technology. But this low
layer is not fully optical, either. At some points opt
electronic conversions are necessary, either for si
regeneration, signal monitoring, or grooming. 3
(Reamplification, Reshaping, Retiming) regeneration
is needed to remove the effects of a number
optical transmission impairments accumulating alo
the optical path. Although all-optical 3R regenerati
is, in principle, possible, it remains at a research sta
A signal in its electric form is also needed to veri
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), especially at
borders between different carriers as well as for tra
grooming and multiplexing. SLA verification coul
also be done by converting only a small fraction
the optical energy at drop ports, without converting
whole signal in the optical path [10].

Fig. 2. An optical network.
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According to the “level” of opto-electronic conver-
sions, optical networks are usually termed transparent,
opaque, and translucent networks. In transparent
networks optical signals are transported from a source
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low speed connections onto lightpaths by using time
division multiplexing, the grooming solution can
use other multiplexing methods, such as frequency
division and statistical (packet-oriented) multiplexing.
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to a destination entirely in the optical domain witho
OEO (optical–electrical–optical) conversion. In su
a case we can distinguish alightpath representing a
temporary end-to-end optical communication conn
tion between the source and the destination. The lig
path may use a single wavelength over its route,
in some networks wavelength conversions at so
or all nodes are allowed (but when OEO convers
is used, such a network is no longer transpare
The latter approach allows for wavelength reuse t
may lead to a more efficient resource utilizatio
In opaque networks all transit nodes may employ O
conversion. The third kind of optical network is a so
of intermediate solution, and involves opto-electro
conversions at only some transit nodes, while
remaining nodes are fully transparent. For example
translucent networks, an optical signal travels as lo
as possible before its quality falls below a predet
mined threshold. The other reason for using opa
transit nodes at some points is the need for tra
grooming or multiplexing.

The advantage of transparency is the possibility
an operator to provide a variety of different servic
using a single infrastructure [2]. For example, on
different wavelengths, analog signals can be carr
together with digital signals of varying bit rate
and formats [6]. Another advantage of transpare
networks is the fact that they are future-proof. Th
means that they are able to support new protocols
new bit rates without any need to replace equipm
inside the network [2].

One of the most challenging problems in optic
networks is efficient utilization of bandwidth provide
by a single wavelength. Usually, such a bandwid
is much higher than a typical connection request
an entire optical channel is allocated to a single, l
speed connection, a considerable part of the lightp
is wasted. Additionally, for a typical network, th
number of source–destination traffic connectio
is much higher than the number of availab
wavelengths. These observations have led to
concept of traffic grooming where low speed traffic
groomed to share the resources in the optical layer11,
12]. Although most studies concentrate on packag
Fixed-time division or statistical multiplexing-base
traffic grooming is a good example of the coexisten
of optical and electronic technologies in current a
future networks.

3. Optical cross-connects

3.1. Cross-connect architecture

Although early optical networks based on SD
SONET technology extensively used ring-bas
architectures for protection and restoration, curr
needs related to the increasing Internet Protocol
traffic lead to mesh-type topologies [13]. Meshed
networksrepresent an architecture where any num
of nodes are arbitrarily connected together with
least one loop. The nodes of such meshed netwo
employOptical Cross-Connects(OXCs) andOptical
Add/Drop Multiplexers(OADMs). An OXC switches
an optical data stream from any input port to a
output port. Such a switch is usually controlled
the management plane while setting up or terminat
lightpaths [14].

An important characteristic of an optical cros
connect is its wavelength switching capability.
its simplest form, the cross-connect, referred h
to as a fiber switch, is able to switch betwe
different fibers but without any changes of waveleng
allocation in any fiber. In the second solution, t
switch is able to move separate wavelengths betw
fibers. The most advanced solution, along with sp
switching, enables wavelength conversions. S
wavelength interchanging cross-connects, altho
still very costly, can be used in flexible waveleng
routed networks.

Cross-connects operated by the management p
are relatively slow and the established connecti
may not change for long periods (hours or days) [3].
However, cross-connects controlled by the con
plane, i.e., by using call traffic signaling, can b
reconfigured more frequently and their requir
switching times might be considerably shorter f
reaching the overall protection switching target
50 ms [15].
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An OADM is able to drop one or more low speed
streams from a high speed stream, as well as to add
such low speed streams to a high speed stream [2,3].
In DWDM networks such operation may involve
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selective removal or addition of a wavelength from
to a fiber.

We can distinguish several kinds of cross-conne
termed optical. Their common feature is the fa
that they have at least some optical interfa
accommodating optical transmission systems. T
can have either electrical or optical switching fabri
Even in the second case, in practical solutions, O
conversions are necessary between optical interf
and in the optical switching fabric for regeneratio
signal monitoring, control, and management as w
as traffic grooming. Although such conversions a
costly, the fully transparent cross-connects with
any OEO conversions seem set to play a rat
marginal role in forthcoming years.

Even if we resolve all problems related to 3
regeneration in the optical domain, electronic circui
will be present in optical cross-connects, as illustra
in Fig. 3. In this case we still need conversions in
the electrical domain for grooming purposes. Ev
the optical part of the cross-connect uses an opt
switching fabric which is electronically controlled
Although investigations on fully optical control hav
been carried for more than 20 years, the results are
very far from practical implementations. I, persona
believe that electronic processing for control purpo
has no competitor in the optical domain for t
foreseeable future. A reasonable long term appro
would be to develop optical cross-connects with fu
optical transmission path, provided that no groom
is needed, but to keep electronic control.

3.2. Optical switch fabrics

As regards optical switching fabrics, seve
technologies are available. They are based on e
guided-wave or free-space optics. Early guided-w
switches, first demonstrated in 1975, used directio
couplers or Mach–Zehnder interferometers integra
on dielectric or semiconductor substrates, and w
based on the electro-optic effect. Although element
switches had only two inputs and two outputs, lar
capacity matrices could be built by using vario
arrangements of those 2× 2 switches [16]. A variety
s
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Fig. 3. A conceptual view on an optical cross-connect.

of other technologies have also been investiga
including Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOA
and thermo-optic or WDM-based switches. The fr
space switching solutions were based on eit
electro-optic phenomena, such as liquid crystals
beam deflection using mirrors, prisms, or holograp
devices. Recently, photonic crystals have attracted
of attention from the research community.

Although optical or, more generally, photon
switching has been investigated for 30 years, m
of the proposed solutions suffered from poor perf
mance parameters, such as: low reliability, low th
mal and time stability, high loss and cross-talk, hi
energy consumption (cooling problems), as well
very high cost. In recent years, however, at least
practically viable optical switching technologies ha
been developed. Their success is partly due to
fact that both are aimed at producing optical cro
connects requiring rather relaxed switching times (s
on the order of milliseconds) in contrast to real tim
switches that can be used, for example, in opt
packet switches and requiring nanosecond switch
times. The practically viable technologies, mention
above, include MEMS (MicroElectroMechanical Sy
tem) switches and “bubble” optical switches. Sem
conductor Optical Amplifiers (SOA) are also cons
ered by many a viable switching technology.

The first kind of switch belongs to the free-spa
group and uses a set or two sets of electrostatic
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Fig. 4. MEMS-based optical switches; (a) 2D MEMS, (b) 3
MEMS.

controlled movable mirrors to reflect light [2,17,18].
An array of such miniature mirrors, of diamete
as small as a few hundred micrometers, a
deflected from one position to another by usin
for example, electrostatic methods, is able to swi
a multiplicity of light beams carrying optical channe
of practically any rate. We can distinguish two ba
types of MEMS-based switch, namely the 2D (tw
dimensional) MEMS, shown inFig. 4(a), and the 3D
MEMS, shown inFig. 4(b).

An N × N switch of the first type requiresN2

mirrors, while the 3D MEMS switch needs only 2N
mirrors. The mirrors in the latter switch, howeve
have to be controlled in an analog fashion to rea
any required deflection angle. The 2D MEMS swit
Fig. 5. The bubble-based switch.

contains a simpler control mechanism that sets mir
in one of the two possible states (“up” and “down”)

The bubble optical switches are thermally activa
devices using intersecting waveguides. The opera
principle is shown in Fig. 5 [19]. The crossing
waveguides are fabricated on a planar substrate.
crossovers align with trenches filled with substr
index matching fluid. In the “pass” state, lig
propagates in the waveguide without changing
direction. Evaporation of the fluid at the wavegui
crossing point, by heating this point, results in lig
reflecting from the bubble and being directed to
other waveguide.

Fig. 6 classifies optical switches on the basis
the most promising fabrication technologies, dividi
them into two broader groups: guided-wave based
free-space based.Table 2contains relative advantage
and disadvantages of the switches shown inFig. 6
[2,20,21].

4. Trends in optical networking technologies

The steady growth of traffic, along with th
developments in photonic technology, influences
architecture of optical networks as well as increa
the penetration of optics in signal transport syste
Some of the relevant technologies will be brie
reviewed here. We will begin with the optic
layer, covering developments of WDM networks a
overviewing theOptical Transport Network(OTN)
standard that, although it involves also the electr
domain, was developed to efficiently operate tera
per-second multi-wavelength optical pipes. Th
networking solutions based on optical packet a
burst switching will be presented. These technolog
attempt to match the packet-oriented IP traffic be
with the optical transport infrastructure. The overvi
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Table 2
Comparison of optical switching technologies [21]

Technology Advantages Disadvantages Applications

t

et

cts
s),
Moving fiber Low loss and
cross-talk

Long switching time, poor scalability Protection and restoration, OADMs

MEMS Small size Limited reliability (mechanical elements) OXCs

Bubble Easy to integrate Long switching times, high energy
consumption

Protection and restoration, OADMs

Thermo-optic
(Mach–Zehnder)

Easy to integrate Long switching times, high loss and
cross-talk, poor scalability, high power
consumption

Protection and restoration, OADMs, OXCs

Liquid crystal Parallelism of
switched signals

Characteristics highly temperature
dependent

Protection and restoration, OADMs, OXCs

Lithium niobate
based

Fast switching High loss and cross-talk, possible changes
of light polarization, poor scalability

Protection and restoration, OADMs, packe
switching

Semiconductor
optical amplifiers
(SOA)

Fast switching, loss
compensation

Poor scalability, high noise Protection and restoration, OADMs, pack
switching

of the current developments will be concluded by
discussing the evolution of electronic-type network

length converting capability at optical cross-conne
allows flexible utilization of resources (wavelength
technologies that play an essential role in “pumping”
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but it currently requires using opto-electronic con-
verters. It should be noted, however, that all-optical
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bits to the optical layer.

4.1. WDM networks

In Wavelength Division Multiplexed(WDM) net-
works each fiber carries a multiplicity of waveleng
channels. Steady progress in optical device techno
resulted in the commercial availability of WDM sy
tems supporting as many as 160 wavelength chan
each carrying a 10 Gb/s stream. We can expect tran
mission speeds per wavelength as high as 40 G/s.
This progress is possible because of the new de
opments in fiber Bragg gratings with 25 GHz chan
separation [22]. Another important development co
cerns the Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) tec
nology. The implementation of such optical amplifie
allows creation of long optical lightpaths without
need for regeneration in the electrical domain. Effo
are under way to develop fully optical 3R regenerat
as well, but practical implementation of the releva
technologies seems still to lie in the distant future [23].

One of the fundamental problems in WDM tran
port networks is routing and wavelength assignm
extensively covered in the literature [2,24]. Wave-
,

wavelength conversion is being studied [25]. If it is
implemented in commercial products, it will lead
a significant advancement in all-optical networks. D
velopments in all-optical 3R regeneration would a
extend the reach of transparent optical networks [23].
Another important milestone in this area is the
troduction of optical monitoring for WDM system
[26].

4.2. The optical transport network

The Optical Transport Network (OTN) standa
has it roots in the digital wrapper of an optic
channel technology [27]. Such a digital wrappe
defines an overhead in the optical layer used
monitor the bit error ratio as well as to impleme
an efficient coding improving the observed sign
quality. Along with addressing the need to decrease
error rate in optical links, it was designed to provi
functionality of transport, multiplexing, routing
management, supervision, and survivability of opti
channels carrying any digital client signals [28]. A
distinguishing feature of the OTN is its provisio
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Fig. 6. Optical switch technologies; (a) guided-wave-based switches, (b) free-space-based s
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the OTN networks at the optical layer would ena
telecommunications operators to provide dig
services of controlled quality to the most importa
customers, customers requesting high data rates
high quality services. OTN supporting protection
the optical layer is the step in the network evolut
path supporting the demand for high quality servic
while implementation of restoration protocols at t
same time will additionally assure better resou
usage and promises cost reduction for offered serv

The implementation of the OTN ensures th
digital optical services may be offered, in contr
to the purely analog WDM technology. Anoth
distinction between WDM and OTN is that the latt
allows network operators to guarantee QoS parame
at the optical layer due to the implementation
forward error control. Moreover, OTN connectio
d

.

The major distinction between OTN and SD
SONET (described inSection 4.4) is the fact that the
former operates at the Tb/s or Gb/s level without get-
ting involved in Mb/s transmissions as in the case
SDH/SONET [1]. OTN may efficiently operate on
many wavelength channels, providing, for examp
survivability functions at the optical level. Anothe
important feature of the OTN, not present in t
SDH/SONET standard, is the existence ofForward
Error Control (FEC) that allows building very long
optical links without regeneration [15].

The expectations behind the development of
OTN included replacement of, at that time, outda
and inflexible SDH/SONET technology. Howeve
later enhancements of SDH/SONET, its large insta
base, and current limits on expenditure resulted
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Fig. 7. Optical switching nodes; (a) circuit switching, (b) pac
switching, (c) burst switching [29].

practical shelving of the OTN. However, the OT
technology has a chance of reviving when, in so
years’ time, carriers decide to replace their ag
SDH/SONET equipment.
Section 4.1employ the principle of circuit switching
i.e., a lightpath is reserved for data transmission
the whole duration of a connection, independen
of whether the data is actually sent or not in
given instant of time. Connections in switching nod
(cross-connects) are set up by external control sig
coming from either the management or control pla
(Fig. 7(a)). Such an approach does not match
packet-oriented traffic mostly carried in optical co
networks.

Direct replacement of elements of an electro
packet switch by devices operating in the opti
domain is difficult or even impossible. One of th
reasons is the fact that the switching time has
be considerably smaller than a packet duration
the optical domain, this translates into a switch
time on the order of a few nanoseconds [2]. The
other constraint is related to the lack of cost-effici
optical random access memories that are require
all conventional packet switches. Other difficulti
include synchronization of optical signals and opti
processing of packet headers.

A simplified architecture of an optical pack
switch with electronic header processing is shown
Fig. 7(b) [29]. The wavelengths on incoming fibe
are demultiplexed and the headers are stripped
the packets, converted to the electrical form, a
then processed by electronic circuitry. The opti
payloads, after buffering to compensate process
time, are directed to selected output ports in
optical switch fabric and then supplemented with n
headers. Optical buffers are usually realized by us
fiber delay lines [2,30]. Although the optical buffers
in the packet switch ofFig. 7(b) are located at switch
fabric inputs, other arrangements, such as outpu
recirculation buffering, are also possible [2].

In the burst switching (Fig. 7(c)), a source transmit
a header followed by a packet burst. Such a b
is usually several orders of magnitude longer tha
typical packet. The header, in the form of a separ
control packet, is transmitted at a lower speed o
dedicated control channel [2,29]. This control packet
is processed electronically at each node and activ
the switch fabric to connect the associated burst to
appropriate output port. Since the burst is switched
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an optical form in a so-called “cut-through” manner,
no buffering is needed.

Although the possibility of optical header process-
ing has been demonstrated [31], such a solution is
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reside at different STM-N/OC-N interfaces. As a con-
sequence, they may reach the destination through var-
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currently not economically viable. A variety of expe
imental arrangements of packet and burst switch
nodes have been described in the literature, for ex
ple in [2,29,32,33].

4.4. Electronic layers on top of an optical network

As mentioned earlier, any transport network,
though often termed an optical network, is in fact
multi-layer system using both optical and electron
technologies. A conceptual view of various techno
gies developed to support optical networking is sho
in Fig. 8. It should be noted, however, that this vie
represents some longer term expectations conc
ing the networking technologies. These technolog
will be briefly reviewed and their implementatio
prospects discussed.

4.4.1. SDH/SONET
The Synchronous Digital Hierarchy(SDH) or

Synchronous Optical Network(SONET) is a widely
used, well-understood, mature, and standardized t
nology. This layer network is located just above t
optical layer. Although SDH/SONET uses standa
ized optical interfaces, its digital framing structu
requires electronic processing, monitoring, and m
agement. Since SDH/SONET was initially design
for optimizing the transport of 64 kb/s-based TDM
services, a rigid capacity of payload as well as a coa
fixed-rate multiplexing hierarchy was originall
defined. Today, SDH/SONET systems are built w
bit rates reaching 40 Gb/s (STM-256/OC-768).
To better serve data traffic that currently dom
nates in transport networks, several enhancemen
SDH/SONET have been proposed and standardi
They include the Virtual Concatenation (VC) tec
nique, the Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS
and the Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) [15].

Virtual concatenationprovides effective use o
SDH/SONET capacity by allowing a flexible con
catenation of several SDH/SONET payloads. Virtua
concatenated payloads constitute a Virtual Concate
tion Group (VCG). Members of a VCG, as opposed
the contiguous concatenation situation, may not res
-

-

.

virtual concatenation and the VC functionality must
implemented only at path termination nodes. This f
ture makes it possible to deploy virtual concatenat
on legacy SDH/SONET equipment of existing n
works. On the other hand, it should be noted that
ferences in delay of an individual concatenated sig
may occur due to pointer processing at intermed
nodes. Compensation of differential delays is hand
at the destination node. Another advantage of virt
concatenation is its ability to divide STM-N/OC-N
bandwidth into several subrates. Each subrate ma
used for accommodation of a different service.

Another improvement to SDH/SONET technolo
is theLink Capacity Adjustment Scheme(LCAS) pro-
tocol. LCAS is an extension to virtual concaten
tion. It allows a dynamic alteration of bandwidth
SDH/SONET/OTN transport pipes. This is an impo
tant bandwidth saving functionality for the transpo
of data traffic coming from IP applications. The num
ber of concatenated payloads may be increased o
creased at any time without affecting traffic curren
being sent. Moreover, LCAS will automatically d
crease the capacity if a member of VCG experien
a failure in the network, and LCAS will increase th
capacity when the network recovers. When one of
constituent channels experiences a failure, the fa
channel will be automatically removed while the r
maining channels are still working. Thus, the availa
bandwidth will be lowered but the connection will b
maintained.

At this stage, it seems that the center of grav
will shift towards services offered through enhanc
SDH/SONET over WDM rather than services over t
Optical Transport Network (OTN).

4.4.2. The generic framing procedure
The Generic Framing Procedure(GFP) evolved

from the Simple Data Link (SDL) protocol as a mo
generic framing mechanism. Similarly to SDL, a
earlier ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), GF
uses correlation between selected fields of the he
and the respective header error CRCs (Cyclic
dundancy Checks) to delineate the served data
The Generic Framing Procedure, although initia
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Fig. 8. Networking technologies in transport networks.

developed to facilitate mapping of a large variety
data signals on SDH/SONET frames, has a wi
scope and can also be used outside SDH/SON
systems. The ITU-T recommendation defines t
transport modes [34]. The first mode, referred to a
Frame-Mapped GFP (GFP-F), is optimized for t
adaptation of PDU-oriented streams such as IP, na
PPP, MPLS, and Ethernet traffic. The second mo
optimized for block-code-oriented streams, is cal
Transparent GFP (GFP-T). This mode is used for
gabit Ethernet, Fiber Channel, FICON (Fiber Conn
tion), and ESCON (Enterprise Systems Connecti
traffic. The two transport modes may coexist with
the same transport channel. GFP addresses req
ments of delay-sensitive applications such as Stor
Area Networks (SAN). It is also expected to supp
the new RPR standard. Another advantage of G
is its particular suitability for high speed transm
sion links stemming from reduction of processi
requirements for data link mappers/demappers as
as simplification of receiver logic [35].

4.4.3. The resilient packet ring
Resilient Packet Ring(RPR), standardized a

IEEE 802.17, is a new technology for ring-bas
metropolitan area networks aimed at efficient transp
of packet-based data traffic and featuring bandwi
efficient fast protection mechanisms [36,37]. RPR
arises from pre-standard products of different vend
including Cisco’s Dynamic Packet Transport (DP
and Nortel’s Optera. It effectively transforms a cha
of point-to-point SDH/SONET links between nodes
a single virtual shared medium. RPR includes a n
-

l

network survivability similar to SDH/SONET-APS
RPR allows also the full ring bandwidth to be utilize
under normal conditions and protects traffic in the ca
of a nodal failure or a fiber cut using a priority schem
Other advantages of RPR include support for unica
multicast, and broadcast data traffic, plug-and-p
operation, scalability in speed and number of nod
as well as inter-operability with major transmissio
standards.

4.4.4. Ethernet
Ethernet is the dominant enterprise technolog

in the local area, serving about 98% of all da
traffic [38]. Ethernet services are provided ov
a standard, widely available, and well-understo
interface. Therefore, it is no surprise that a varie
of Ethernet service delivery technologies have be
developed, including those over optical networks.
recent years, Gigabit Ethernet widely found its w
into the metropolitan, regional, and even wide ar
networks. 10 gigabit Ethernet continues the evolut
towards higher bit rates and an extended range. T
types of physical interface have been defined:
first one is suitable for local and metropolitan ar
network operation (LAN PHY: 10GBase-X, 10GBas
R), the second one for wide area networks (WA
PHY:10GBase-W) [39]. The 10 gigabit Etherne
standard proposes physical interfaces based b
on single-mode and multi-mode fibers. By the u
of single-mode fibers, 10 GbE LAN PHY offer
higher data rates and extended reach compare
1 GbE. 10 GbE can operate over a 40 km lo
single-mode fiber link. WAN PHY differs from
the LAN PHY implementation by the use of th
SDH/SONET framing with reduced functionality
The output from the WAN PHY is compatible with
the synchronous frame format (VC-4-64c or ST
192c) and can be easily transported over an Opt
Transport Network (OTN). Unlike SDH/SONET, th
Ethernet technology does not provide a fast protect
mechanism.

The Metro Ethernet Forum has also developed t
standards for Ethernet connectivity services, i.e.,
Ethernet Line Service (E-Line) and the Ethernet LA
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Service (E-LAN) [40]. The former provides a point-
to-point virtual connection, while the latter provides
multi-point connectivity.
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uncertainty of future service needs predictions,
and the large variety of available protocols and
interfaces make the network design process a
real challenge. The standardized control plane will
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5. The control plane for optical transport networks

Optical transport networks, based on SDH/SON
and WDM technologies, and designed mainly f
voice applications, do not match current nee
triggered by rapid growth of data traffic. Availab
resources often cannot be properly allocated due
inherent inflexibility of manually provisioned larg
scale optical networks. This problem may be solv
by using an electronic control plane that perform
the call and connection control functions in real tim
One of the most promising solutions is based on
concept of automatically switched optical network
Automatically Switched Optical Network(ASON)
is an optical transport network that has dynam
connection capability. This capability is accomplish
by using a control plane that performs the call a
connection control functions [41].

Provisioning of optical channels in minutes
even seconds would open new opportunities relate
better resource utilization, creation of new servic
such as bandwidth on demand, and a range
traffic engineering mechanisms. Optical netwo
resources can be automatically linked to data tra
patterns in client networks. Creation of a separ
control plane will significantly impact the networ
operation and management. Connections can be
up in a multi-vendor and a multi-carrier environme
without relying on inter-operability between differe
management systems. Such systems will also
relieved from route selection and the need to manu
update the network topology. This, in turn, w
increase scalability which is essential to supp
switched connections on a global scale.

New protection and restoration schemes for me
type optical transport networks will improve th
reliability performance measures offered to custome
Such measures are especially important if we t
into account very high bit data rates switched
optical networks. The control plane rapidly reacti
to failures in the optical network will make it possib
to reallocate traffic to reserve paths in real time.

Large scale transport networks are difficult
plan and design. Lack of reliable traffic dat
t

enable the reuse of existing protocols and w
reduce the need to develop operational supp
systems for configuration management. Moreover,
possibility of dynamically allocating optical networ
resources to changing traffic patterns will facilita
network planning, in contrast to statically configur
networks.

The ASON standardization defines in the cont
plane the following three logical interfaces an
relevant reference points (seeFig. 9) [4,41]:

• TheUser–Network Interface(UNI): a bi-directional
signaling interface between service requester
service provider control plane entities.

• The Internal Network–Network Interface(I-NNI):
a bi-directional signaling interface between cont
plane entities belonging to one or more doma
having a trusted relationship.

• TheExternal Network–Network Interface(E-NNI):
a bi-directional signaling interface between cont
plane entities belonging to different domains.

The principal functions of the control plane includ
discovery functions, routing, signaling, as well
protection and restoration schemes.

Automatic discoveryeliminates the need fo
explicit configuration activity.Neighbor discoveryis
responsible for determining the state of local lin
connecting to all neighbors. This kind of discove
is used to detect and maintain node adjacenc
Resource discoveryhas a wider scope than neighb
discovery. It allows every node to discover netwo
topology and resources. Some details of the comp
topology can be hidden in the nodes located in ot
network domains. This kind of discovery determin
what resources are available, what the capabili
of various network elements are, how the resour
are protected. It improves inventory managem
as well as detecting configuration mismatch
Service discoveryis responsible for verifying and
exchanging service capabilities of the network,
example, services supported over a trail or link. Su
capabilities may include the class of service (Co
or the grade of service (GoS) supported by differ
administrative domains, the ability to support flexib
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Such protocols are essential for enabling fast provi-
sioning or fast recovery after failures. It is impor-
tant that a variety of different signaling protocols can
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Fig. 9. A logical view of ASON architecture [41].

adaptation at either end of the connection, and
ability to support diverse routing.

Routing is used to select paths for establishm
of connections through the network. Although so
of the well-known routing protocols developed f
the IP networks can be adopted, it has to be no
that optical technology is essentially an analog rat
than digital technology and, therefore, transmiss
impairments accumulated along the optical paths h
to be taken into account while calculating the rou
Another constraint influencing routing mechanism
related to ASON, but also to any operator be
an ISP (Internet Service Provider) or a bandwid
service provider, is the fact that carriers do not all
other carriers or private domain visibility of the
internal network topologies. Because of the la
scale of the networks considered the routing protoc
should minimize global information as much
possible.

Signaling involves transporting control messag
between all entities communicating through a n
work’s control plane. Signaling protocols are us
inter-operate within a multi-domain network and t
inter-domain signaling protocols must be agnostic
their intra-domain counterparts. Several recommen
tions concerning signaling issues in ASON were
veloped by ITU-T, including signaling mechanism
and protocol specifications based on PNNI (Priv
Network to Network Interface) [42], GMPLS RSVP-
TE (Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching R
source Reservation Protocol) [43], and GMPLS CR-
LDP (GMPLS Constraint Routing Label Distributio
Protocol) [44].

The higher network reliability in ASON is achieve
by using various survivability schemes supported
either protection or restoration mechanisms. Surv
ability in ASON involves all three functional plane
In the case of transport plane protection, the configu
tion of the protection is the responsibility of the ma
agement plane. However, the transport plane sho
inform the control plane about all failures of transp
resources as well as their additions or remov
Unsuccessful transport plane protection actions m
trigger restoration supported by the control plane
the case of control plane protection, the control pla
creates both a working connection and a protec
connection. Control plane restoration is based
rerouting of calls using spare capacity. An importa
principle is that the existing connections in the tra
port plane should not be affected by failures in t
control plane. However, new connection requests m
not be processed by the failed control plane. In t
case the management plane can be used to respo
new connection requests.

The strength of the ASON concept lies in the fa
that it employs well-developed concepts of the
world, such as automatic discovery and routing, a
allows reuse of some of its protocols, in the circ
switched environment of optical networks. It shou
be noted, however, that, along with ASON, there
ist alternative approaches to the implementation of
control plane for optical networks, such as those ba
on Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GM
PLS). A good comparison of the two approaches,
ASON and GMPLS, is presented in [45]. We can note
that although ASON is a protocol-neutral framewo
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there is a high probability that it will be implemented
using protocols from the GMPLS family.
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6. Conclusion
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